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Abstract—An effective and efficient person re-identification (ReID) algorithm alleviates painful video watching and accelerates the
investigation progress. Recently, with the explosive requirements of practical applications, a lot of research efforts have been dedicated
to heterogeneous person re-identification (He-ReID). In this paper, we review the state-of-the-art methods comprehensively with
respect to four main application scenarios – low-resolution, infrared, sketch and text.
We begin with a comparison between He-ReID and the general Homogeneous ReID (Ho-ReID) task. Available existing datasets for
performing evaluation are briefly described. We then survey the models that have been widely employed in He-ReID. We also
summarize and compare the representative approaches. Finally, we discuss some future research directions.
Index Terms—Person Re-identification, Heterogeneous, Cross-modality, Modality Discrepancy, Deep Learning.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
A S video surveillance systems are widely equipped incities, exploiting videos to re-identify different per-
sons, generate their trajectories across cameras and predict
their behaviors plays an increasingly important role in
daily investigation and anti-terrorism [1]. More importantly,
when a big criminal case happens, video investigation
is almost the most crucial mean to find clues [2]. The
impressive “2005 London subway bombings” and “2013
Boston marathon bombings” are uncovered with the help
of surveillance videos [3]. Person re-identification (ReID) is
now a very hot topic in computer vision and artificial in-
telligence community [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], which aims to find the same person
across disjoint camera views. An effective and efficient ReID
algorithm will alleviate painful video watching, and accel-
erate the investigation progress. General ReID technologies
have obtained very high accuracy on public datasets in
recent years due to the dramatic research progress [15],
[16], [18], [19], [20], for example, 94.4% rank 1 accuracy on
the Market-1501 [21] dataset and 97.8% on the CUHK03 [8]
dataset, which outperform the ability of human [22]. How-
ever, the general ReID research has only been tested in a
desired domain, which assumes that all person images are
captured in the daytime with visible spectrum and these
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Fig. 1. Beyond Intra-modality Discrepancy. Heterogeneous person re-
identification encounters additional modality discrepancy, coming from
the real application scenarios.
images have sufficient pixels to represent a person. We name
this kind of person retrieval task as Homogeneous Person
Re-identification (Ho-ReID).
In real applications, however, it is impractical to assume
only working on such a desired domain, which only faces
the challenges of intra-modality discrepancy, such as pose
and viewpoint changes [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], back-
ground and illumination variations [19], [43], [44], [45], [46],
and occlusions [47], [48], [49]. For example, when a criminal
case happens, the investigators likely have to check person
images in low-resolution (LR), or captured by infrared (IR)
cameras when the illumination condition is not sufficient.
Moreover, witnesses descriptions (in terms of text) and
sketches drawn by artists shall also be used as the cues
for finding a specific person from visual surveillance data.
These scenarios should address new challenges beyond the
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2The man is wearing blue scrubs 
with a white lab coat on top. He 
is holding paperwork in his 
hand and has a name badge on 
the left side of his coat.
The girl is wearing a pink shirt with 
white shorts, she is wearing black 
converse, with her hair in a pony tail. 
The man is wearing yellow 
sneakers, white socks with blue 
stripes on the top of them, black 
athletic shorts and a yellow with 
blue t-shirt. He has short black hair.
The man has dark hair and is wearing 
galasses. He has on a pink shirt, blue shorts 
and white tennis shoes. He has on a blue 
backpack and is carrying a reuseable tote.
Desired
Fig. 2. Scope of heterogeneous person re-identification studied in
this survey. There are gaps between the desired domain (daytime,
visible spectrum, and high-resolution) and other domains, including
Low-Resolution (LR), Infrared (IR), Sketch images and Text description.
General homogeneous ReID (Ho-ReID) has so far only focused on the
challenges within the desired domain, while He-ReID needs to handle
extra challenges cross the desired and other collaborative domains.
intra-modality discrepancy investigated in Ho-ReID (Fig-
ure 1).
Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, more efforts should
be made on matching persons’ data across different do-
mains/modalities, bridging the gap between different sen-
sory devices (e.g., Visual light vs.Infrared devices), differ-
ent camera specifications and settings (e.g., High-resolution
vs.Low-resolution data), reproduction of human memory
and direct recording by a camera (e.g., Sketches/Text De-
scription vs.Digital images). We call this kind of matching as
Heterogeneous Person Re-identification (He-ReID). In most
cases, He-ReID involves querying a gallery consisting of
high-resolution visible light person images using a probe
from another domain/modality.
Encouragingly, in the past a few years, we have already
seen quite a number of remarkable progresses on He-ReID
(including our contributions), which are largely assisted by
a growing variety of He-ReID benchmark datasets allowing
direct comparison of different methodologies. While general
Ho-ReID attracts too much attention in the research community,
causing very intense competition and homogeneous tendency of
research, we feel that it is the right time to call for more attention
and research efforts to the important and still largely unexplored
area of He-ReID by providing a quality survey for both brave
pioneers and wondering newcomers.
This paper provides a comprehensive and up-to-date
review of the diverse and growing array of He-ReID tech-
niques. We categorize them into different modalities they
operate across. As Figure 2 shows, we consider four cross-
modality application scenarios: Low-resolution (LR), In-
frared (IR), Sketch, and Text. Additionally, we introduce and
organize the available datasets for performance evaluation
TABLE 1
Released and freely available datasets for Ho-ReID and He-ReID.
The notation ‘Des.’ indicates that the dataset is constructed by desired
RGB images. The ‘Sim.’ indicates that the dataset is constructed by
simulated images. ‘Appl.’ indicates the application scenario the dataset
related to. ‘# Cam.’, ‘# ID’ and ‘# Sam.’ respectively represent for the
total number of cameras, identities and samples.
Dataset Appl. Type # Cam. # ID # Sam.
VIPeR [23] Des. Real 2 632 1,264
3DPES [24] Des. Real 8 192 1,011
i-LIDS [25] Des. Real 2 119 476
PRID 2011 [26] Des. Real 2 934 1,134
PRID 450S [27] Des. Real 2 450 900
CUHK03 [8] Des. Real 2 1,360 13,164
Market-1501 [21] Des. Real 6 1,501 32,668
DukeMTMC-reID [13] Des. Real 8 1,404 36,411
1 CAVIAR [28] LR Real 2 50 1,000
2 LR-VIPeR [29] LR Sim. 2 632 1,264
3 LR-3DPES [29] LR Sim. 8 192 1,011
4 LR-i-LIDS [30] LR Sim. 2 119 238
5 LR-PRID [30] LR Sim. 2 100 200
6 SALR-VIPeR [31] LR Sim. 2 632 1,264
7 SALR-PRID [31] LR Sim. 2 450 900
8 MLR-VIPeR [32] LR Sim. 2 632 1,264
9 MLR-SYSU [32] LR Sim. 2 502 3,012
10 MLR-CUHK03 [32] LR Sim. 2 1,467 14,000
11 SYSU-MM01 [33] IR Real 6 491 38,271
12 RegDB [34] IR Real 2 412 8,240
13 Sketch Re-ID [35] Sketch Real 2 200 400
14 CUHK-PEDES [36] Text Real – 13,003 80,412
in each category, summarize and compare the representative
approaches, and close by drawing overall conclusions and
making recommendations for potential research directions
which are worth pursuing.
2 HETEROGENEOUS vs.HOMOGENEOUS REID
We make a brief comparison between the Ho-ReID and He-
ReID, as Table 2 shows. For the re-identification media type,
general Ho-ReID only exploits the desired RGB images,
while He-ReID takes additional LR/IR/Sketch images and
Text description into account. For the participant, the Ho-
ReID technology only employs the resources from machine
intelligence, while He-ReID also brings the input from hu-
man, such as the sketch image drawn by a painter or text
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(a) The state-of-the-art performances (b) Number of publications
Fig. 3. Comparison between Ho-ReID and He-ReID. (a) The state-of-the-art performances. The compared methods are respectively Aligne-
dReID [22] for the Ho-ReID task, SING [32] for the He-ReID LR task, D2RL [50] for the He-ReID IR task, CDAFL [35] for the He-ReID Sketch task
and CNN-LSTM [51] for the He-ReID Text task. There is a big performance gap between the LR/IR/Sketch/Text domain and the desired image
domain. Note that we use the CMC-1 value to represent the performance. Since we would like to show the big performance gap between Ho-ReID
and He-ReID tasks, so we do not make a comparison of different methods within a task. (b) Number of publications. Compared with Ho-ReID, there
are not so many publications related to He-ReID.
TABLE 2
Comparison between Ho-ReID and He-ReID. ‘#Publications’
represents for the number of publications related to Ho-ReID or
He-ReID.
Ho-ReID He-ReID
Media Type Desired image + LR/IR/Sketch/Text
Participant Machine Human & Machine
Main Challenge Intra-modality Intra- + Inter-modality
Performance High Low
# Publications >800 <50
description of the suspect by the witness. Hence, He-ReID is
a more valuable task for practical video investigation applications.
For the main challenge, Ho-ReID only needs to deal
with the intra-modality discrepancy, such as viewpoint
variations, image misaligned or occlusion and illumination
changes, while He-ReID should mainly bridge the gaps
deriving from both intra- and inter-modality discrepancies.
Since additional inter-modality discrepancies introduced,
which are larger than intra-modality discrepancies [50], He-
ReID is more challenging than Ho-ReID. As intra-modality
and inter-modality discrepancies are essentially different,
the methods designed for Ho-ReID cannot be directly used
in He-ReID. Currently, the performances of Ho-ReID meth-
ods are high, while the performances of He-ReID methods
are low. Hence, we should investigate how to eliminate the inter-
modality discrepancy for the He-ReID task.
Figure 3(a) makes a comparison of state-of-the-art per-
formances of Ho-ReID and He-ReID tasks. The results are
on the typical datasets, i.e., the Market-1501 dataset [21] for
Ho-ReID, the MLR-VIPER dataset [32] for He-ReID LR task,
the SYSU-MM01 dataset [33] for He-ReID IR task, the Sketch
Re-ID dataset [35] for He-ReID Sketch task, and the CUHK-
PEDES dataset [36] for He-ReID Text task. We can find that
all of the state-of-the-art performances of He-ReID tasks are
still not so satisfied as that of the Ho-ReID task. He-ReID
is a more challenging problem, compared with general Ho-
ReID problem, since we need to fill the gap between the
LR/IR/Sketch/Text domain and the desired image domain.
However, compared with Ho-ReID, there are not so
many publications related to He-ReID (Figure 3(b) shows).
Considering the realistic value and research significance, we
feel that it is the right time to call for more attention and
research efforts to the area of He-ReID.
3 AVAILABLE DATASETS
We list available datasets for He-ReID in Table 1, including
the application scenario, the data construction type, the
total number of cameras, identities and samples. To make
a comparison, we also list some typical Ho-ReID datasets.
3.1 Ho-ReID Datasets
The VIPeR [23] dataset contains 1,264 outdoor images ob-
tained from two views of 632 persons. Generally, the set of
632 image pairs are randomly split into two sets of 316 im-
age pairs each, one for training and another for testing. The
3DPES [24] dataset includes 1,011 images of 192 individuals
captured from 8 outdoor cameras with significantly different
viewpoints. In this dataset each person has 2 to 26 images.
The i-LIDS [25] dataset consists of 119 persons with a total
of 476 shots captured by multiple non-overlapping cameras
with an average of four images for each person. The PRID
2011 [26] dataset consists of person images recorded from
two different cameras. Camera A contains 385 persons and
camera B contains 749 persons, with 200 persons appearing
in both views. The PRID 450S [27] dataset contains 450
single-shot image pairs captured over two spatially disjoint
camera views. All images are normalized to 168×80 pixels.
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(a) Market-1501 [21] (b) MLR-VIPeR [32] (c) SYSU-MM01 [33] (d) Sketch Re-ID [35] (e) CUHK-PEDES [36]
Fig. 4. Examples of available Datasets. From left to right, the datasets are representative ones, respectively Ho-ReID dataset (Market-1501),
He-ReID LR dataset (MLR-VIPeR), He-ReID IR dataset (SYSU-MM01), He-ReID Sketch dataset (Sketch Re-ID) and He-ReID Text dataset (CUHK-
PEDES).
Th CUHK03 [8] dataset contains 14,096 images of 1,467
identities. Each identity is captured from two cameras in
the CUHK campus, and has an average of 4.8 images in
each camera. Both experimental results on ‘labeled’ and ‘de-
tected’ data are presented. The Market-1501 [21] dataset is
currently one of the largest benchmark dataset for Ho-ReID.
It contains 32,668 labeled bounding boxes of 1,501 identi-
ties captured from 6 different cameras. The DukeMTMC-
reID [13] dataset contains 1,812 identities captured by 8
cameras. A number of 1404 identities appear in more than
two cameras. The rest 408 are distractor images.
3.2 He-ReID Datasets
• He-ReID LR datasets: The CAVIAR [28] dataset contains
images of 72 individuals captured from 2 cameras in a
shopping mall. The resolution of images captured from
one camera is much lower than that in the other one. 22
people are removed, since they are only captured in a single
camera with no low-resolution images. The remaining data
include 1,000 images of 50 people, with 10 normal resolution
images and 10 LR images per person. The LR-VIPeR and
tbLR-3DPES [29] datasets are respectively simulated from
the VIPeR and 3DPES datasets. For both of the datasets,
half of all the images of each person from both datasets
are selected and replaced with the LR images which were
sub-sampled to a quarter of their original image size. The
LR-i-LIDS and LR-PRID [30] datasets are respectively sim-
ulated from i-LIDS and PRID 2011 datasets. For both of
the datasets, one image from each person as the HR image
set, and select another image from each person and perform
down-sampling and smoothing operations to generate LR
image set. The sampling rate is 1/8. The SALR-VIPeR and
SALR-PRID [31] datasets are respectively simulated from
VIPeR and PRID 450S datasets. For both of the datasets,
images from one camera are set as the HR probe set,
whose resolution remains unchanged. While images from
the other camera are set as the LR gallery set, which are
down-sampled randomly to different scales. The scale ratios
range from 0.1 to 0.25. The MLR-VIPeR, MLR-CUHK03 and
MLR-SYSU [32] datasets are respectively simulated from
VIPeR, CUHK03, and SYSU datasets. For all of the datasets,
SYSU [52] has totally 24,446 images of 502 people captured
by two cameras. Three images per person per camera are
selected and created LR images. Images from one camera
view are down-sampled by a ratio randomly picked from
{1/2, 1/3, 1/4}w ilst imag s of a other view are remaining
the same.
• He-ReID IR datasets: The SYSU-MM01 [33] dataset
contains images captured by 6 cameras, including two IR
cameras and four RGB ones. Some cameras are in the indoor
environments and some are in outdoor environments. Note
that all the IR cameras are the active IR cameras. The train-
ing set contains 395 persons, with 22,258 visible images and
11,909 thermal images. The testing set contains 96 persons,
with 3,803 thermal images for query and 301 randomly se-
lected visible images as gallery set. The RegDB [34] dataset
is collected by two cameras, which contains 412 persons.
Note that the IR camera is the passive one. For each person,
10 different visible light images are captured by a visible
camera, and 10 different thermal images are obtained by a
thermal camera.
• He-ReID Sketch dataset: The Sketch Re-ID [35] dataset
contains 200 persons, each of which has one sketch and two
photos. A total of 5 artists draw all persons sketches and
every artist has his own painting style. Overall, it has 150
persons for training and 50 persons for testing.
• He-ReID Text dataset: The CUHK-PEDES [36] dataset
contains 40,206 images of 13,003 person identities. Each
image is described by two sentences. There are 11,003 per-
sons, 34,054 images and 68,108 sentence descriptions in the
training set. The validation set and test set consist of 3,078
and 3,074 images, respectively, and both of them contain
1,000 persons.
3.3 Summary
For He-ReID datasets, we make following summaries:
• Although many He-ReID LR datasets were con-
structed, most of them are simulated w.r.t. from gen-
eral Ho-ReID datasets.
• Only two He-ReID IR datasets exist. SYSU-
MM01 [33] is an active IR dataset, while RegDB [33]
is passive one. Only one He-ReID Sketch dataset and
one He-ReID Text dataset are constructed.
• Compared with Ho-ReID, there is still a lot of room
to construct more available datasets. For He-ReID
LR, it requires to construct practical datasets instead
of the simulated ones. For the other three kinds of
application scenarios, datasets under different con-
ditions/styles or with larger scales should be con-
structed.
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Fig. 5. Summary of three pipelines. (a) just utilizes some metric learning method to learn how to match representations from separate
representation models; (b) focuses on learning the common representation of different modalities; (c) pays attention to generating the modality-
unified samples and then learning the common representation. In the figure, ‘D Domain’ stands for the samples from the desired domain. ‘H Domain’
stands for the samples from the heterogeneous domain.
4 HE-REID APPLICATION SCENARIOS
In this section, we make a survey of four kinds of He-ReID
application scenarios, which are the He-ReID LR, He-ReID
IR, He-ReID Sketch and He-ReID Text scenarios respectively.
4.1 He-ReID LR
It is common that the resolution of surveillance person
image varies a lot, due to variations in the person-camera
distance and camera deployment settings [53]. He-ReID
LR application scenario attempts to compare images with
different resolutions, where one is the normal resolution and
the other is low-resolution.
Jing et al. [30] was the first to investigate the prob-
lem of LR person re-identification. They proposed a semi-
coupled low-rank discriminant dictionary learning method,
constructing a mapping from the features of normal and
LR person images. Li et al. [29] designed a joint multi-scale
learning framework by simultaneously learning metrics on
image domains of different scales. Wang et al. [31] changed
the problem to be low-resolution with different scales. They
observed that scale-distance functions can be classified, and
then learned a discriminating surface separating these func-
tions in function space to identify persons. Jiao et al. [32]
developed a super-resolution and identity joint learning
method to improve the He-ReID LR performance. Similar
to [30], Li et al. [54] designed a semi-coupled projective
dictionary learning model to bridge the gap across different
resolutions. Chen et al. [55] proposed a network architec-
ture of resolution adaptation and re-identification network
to solve He-ReID LR problem. Ma et al. [56] extended
their focus of person re-identification to the low-resolution
and high-resolution videos matching, and propose a semi-
coupled mapping based set-to-set distance learning method.
Wang et al. [53] first cascaded multiple SR-GANs in series
to promote the ability of scale-adaptive upscaling, then
plugged-in a re-identification network to supplement the
ability of image feature representation. Mao et al. [57] jointly
trained a Foreground-Focus Super-Resolution module and
a Resolution-Invariant Feature Extractor, and then obtained
a strong resolution invariant representation.
4.2 He-ReID IR
As we know, the visible cameras cannot capture valid
appearance information under poor illumination environ-
ments (e.g. during the night), which limits the applicability
in practical surveillance applications. Therefore, He-ReID
IR application scenario provides a good supplement for
nighttime surveillance applications [58].
Wu et al. [33] was the first to investigate the problem of
IR person re-identification. They discussed and evaluated
three common network structures for this task, including
one-stream structure, two-stream structure and asymmetric
FC layer structure. They also proposed deep zero-padding
to help one-stream network and make the implicit network
structure more suitable. Ye et al. [59] proposed a hierarchi-
cal cross-modality matching model by jointly optimizing
the modality-specific and modality-shared metrics. Ye et
al. [58] also utilized an end-to-end framework to learn
discriminative feature representations, which is a dual-path
network with a bi-directional dual-constrained top-ranking
loss. Dai et al. [60] proposed to learn discriminative common
representations. The network consists of a generator for
learning image representations and as discriminator which
tries to discriminate between RGB and IR image modalities.
Kang et al. [61] simplified the convolutional neural network
structure by combining visible and infrared images as a
single input. Wang et al. [50] presented a new framework,
taking advantage of CycleGAN to reduce modality dis-
crepancy from image-level and advantage of sophisticated
Ho-ReID models to reduce appearance discrepancy from
feature-level.
4.3 He-ReID Sketch
When a criminal is witnessed but not be photographed by
a surveillance camera, He-ReID Sketch application scenario
can automatically search all the surveillance videos to locate
this criminal according to an artists drawing. Consequently,
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police can cut down the number of suspects quickly and
focus on those potential suspects [35].
Pang et al. [35] was the first and only one to investigate
the problem of Sketch person re-identification. They pro-
posed a cross-domain adversarial feature learning approach
to jointly learn the identity features and domain-invariant
features.
4.4 He-ReID Text
Searching person in a database with free-form natural lan-
guage description has wide applications in video surveil-
lance and activity analysis. To search possible criminal
suspects from large-scale videos automatically is in urgent
need [36].
In the early years, some researches started to investigate
the re-identification with attribute-based queries [2], [62],
[63], [64]. He-ReID Text application scenario denotes a sit-
uation that the queries are natural language descriptions.
Li et al. [36] evaluated and compared a wide range of
possible models, and proposed a Recurrent Neural Net-
work with Gated Neural Attention mechanism. Li et al. [51]
designed an identity-aware two-stage framework for this
problem, which first learned to embed cross-modal features
with a novel cross-modal loss and refined the matching
results with a latent co-attention mechanism. Chen et al. [65]
we enforced semantic consistencies between local visual
and linguistic features by building global and local image-
language associations. Chen et al. [66] proposed a patch-
word matching model and designed an adaptive threshold
mechanism into the model.
4.5 Summary
For He-ReID methods, we make following summaries:
• Most of the methods selected a deep learning framework. It
is probably because all the heterogeneous application
scenarios are raised in recent years, and the deep
learning methods are in the high-speed development
period. The deep learning methods have their supe-
rior on shared feature learning and image generating.
• Different methods focused on different stages to fill the
gaps between desired domain and other heterogeneous
domains. Some of them [29], [33] try to learn a metric
to fill the gap of features of different modalities.
Some of them [30], [55], [59] attempt to learn a
shared features. Some of them [50], [53], [57] unify
the modality in the data level. In Section 5, we will
make an analysis and discussion for the methods.
• The existing researches in each application scenario still
have much limitations. For the He-ReID LR application
scenario, recent researches are mainly evaluated on
the simulated datasets. For the He-ReID Sketch ap-
plication scenario, only one research touched this di-
rection, due to the hardness of building a benchmark.
The researches on He-ReID Text application scenario
are also not so many, because only one dataset is
constructed.
5 DISCUSSION
Representative methods employed in He-ReID are listed in
Table 3. For easy comparison, we list most of the valuable in-
formation of the works, including the published paper, year,
conference, application scenario, method and strategies. We
can find that all of the representative works are published in
recent five years. It means that He-ReID is a relatively new
research topic.
Among all the application scenarios, He-ReID Sketch
and Text are less investigated. As described in the sections
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Representative methods employed in He-ReID. The notation ‘Conf.’ indicates the conference that the corresponding paper was published in.
‘Appl.’ indicates the application scenario the paper studies in. ‘Sep.RL+ML’, ‘Shared RL’ and ‘MU+SharedRL’ respectively represent for the
pipelines the corresponding utilized. ‘Sep.RL+ML’ stands for separated representation learning and metric learning (pipeline (a)). ‘Shared RL’
stands for shared representation learning (pipeline (b)). ‘MU+SharedRL’ stands for modality unifying and shared representation learning (pipeline
(c)). ‘Datasets’ indicates the evaluated datasets in the paper, where the number denotes for the certain dataset in Table 1.
Reference Appl. Year Conf. Method Datasets Sep.RL+ML Shared RL MU+SharedRL
Li et al. [29] LR 2015 ICCV Metric Learning 1 2 3 X
Jing et al. [30] LR 2015 CVPR Dictionary Learning 2 4 5 X
Wang et al. [31] LR 2016 IJCAI Subspace Learning 1 6 7 X
Jiao et al. [32] LR 2018 AAAI Super Resolution 1 8 9 10 X
Li et al. [54] LR 2018 AAAI Dictionary Learning 2 4 X
Wang et al. [53] LR 2018 IJCAI Super Resolution 1 6 7 X
Chen et al. [55] LR 2019 AAAI Feature Learning 1 8 10 X
Mao et al. [57] LR 2019 IJCAI Super Resolution 1 8 10 X
Wu et al. [33] IR 2017 ICCV Deep Zero-Padding 11 X
Ye et al. [59] IR 2018 AAAI Metric Learning 12 X
Ye et al. [58] IR 2018 IJCAI Feature Learning 11 12 X
Dai et al. [60] IR 2018 IJCAI Feature Embedding 11 X
Wang et al. [50] IR 2019 CVPR Image Generation 11 12 X
Pang et al. [35] Sketch 2018 ACM MM Feature Learning 13 X
Li et al. [36] Text 2017 CVPR Affinity Learning 14 X
Li et al. [51] Text 2017 ICCV Feature Learning 14 X
Chen et al. [65] Text 2018 ECCV Association Learning 14 X
above, we consider that if more datasets are available, more
works could be conducted and published.
In essence, He-ReID is a cross-modality task. Most of
the methods can be categorized into three pipelines, as
Figure 6 and Figure 5 show. Pipeline (a) employs the metric
learning method to learn how to match the features from
separate representation learning models, and the represen-
tation learning models are trained separately with single
modality data samples. Pipeline (b) focuses on learning
shared feature models of different modalities, and training
data comes from both modalities. Pipeline (c) pays attention
to generating the unified-modality samples, for example,
using a super-resolution method to generate high-resolution
images from low-resolution images, or using some image
generation method to generate infrared images from RGB
images and RGB images from infrared images.
We analysis all listed representative methods and con-
tribute the methods to these three pipelines (Figure 6). It
also shows in Table 3. For each kind of application scenario,
from top to bottom, the methods become more effective. We
can find that pipeline (c) performs better than pipeline (b),
and better than pipeline (a). Hence, unifying the modality
of samples is the most effective way to fill the modality
gap. For the He-ReID LR application scenario, the super-
resolution methods can be used, such as [53], [57]. Thanks
to the developments of GAN, unifying the modalities is
considerable as [50].
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper attempted to provide an overview of recent
developments of Heterogeneous Person Re-identification
(He-ReID). It can cover most of the literature on He-ReID.
We summarized the widely employed methods, released
datasets, and compared the existing methods. We believe
that He-ReID will continue to be an active and promising
research area with broad potential applications. Many issues
in He-ReID, however, are still open.
Dataset Construction. For He-ReID LR application sce-
nario, the researchers can only get simulated datasets. For
the other types of applications, although the researchers can
achieve practical datasets, the choice is limited. In addition,
large scale He-ReID datasets are also required. It is some-
how urgent for us to built new datasets, and push forward
this research area.
Human Interaction and Crowd Sourcing. For He-ReID
Sketch and Text application scenarios, human intelligence
join into the process of re-identification. Human intelligence
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Fig. 7. Three kinds of domain transfer. To unify the modality, we can
transfer (i) from heterogeneous domain to desired domain, (ii) from
desired domain to heterogeneous domain, and (iii) from both desired
and heterogeneous domains to a latent domain.
is sometime subjective and incomplete. So we should con-
sider how to mine and integrate useful information to help
search the target in surveillance system. On the hand, a lot
of witnesses will provide their cues. Each person may have a
different view, so the crowd sourcing cues may be diverse to
each other. We should to design strategy to remove conflict
and filter valuable information.
Investigation on Unifying the Modality. For He-ReID
LR application scenario, some work [53], [57] attempted to
use super-resolution methods to unify the modality, where
they transfer the heterogeneous domain LR image to desired
domain. For He-ReID IR application scenario, with the help
of CycleGAN, one work [50] not only transferred the image
from heterogeneous (IR) domain to desired (RGB) domain,
but also transferred the image from desired domain to
heterogeneous domain. However, for the He-ReID Text and
Sketch application scenarios, no work has investigated to
unify the data modality. On the other hand, we can also
investigate to unify the modality to a latent domain as
Figure 7 shows, for example, a middle-level resolution for
the He-ReID LR application scenario and a hyperspectral
image for the He-ReID IR application scenario.
Integrating Multiple He-ReID Application Scenarios.
For a practical system, it may require different kinds of
inputs to search out the target. The He-ReID application
scenarios can be equipped in different stages. If we can
integrate different kinds of inputs together, more valuable
information could be used for retrieval, since different in-
puts have different attentions and views for the target. It
would raise a novel multiple cross-domain research task.
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